The number of short sequences (reads) aligned with a one or not miss-matches; ** the number of reads aligned to unique loci; *** multi-alignments refer to reads aligning to loci that are repeated in the genome. The three biological replicates are represented by the abbreviations: rep1, rep2 and rep3.
Figure S1
The influence of random sampling and systematic bias are canceling out during the pair-wise site-by-site com- 
Figure S2
Validation of the assumption of normality for the distribution of digestion frequencies (methyl sensitive cut counts) in CpGs from both lambda and mouse replicates.
Experimentally determined digestion frequencies contain deviations from an unobservable function that relates methyl sensitive counts with the level of methylation of a site, in a particular sequence environment. We studied the distribution of these deviations through replicates in a numerous set of sites both in the mouse genome as the phage lambda genome.
In MSCC the standard deviation of replicates vary from one site to other, thus to compare desviations acrross multiple data points we first standardized the residual (SR) according to:
Where, df i represents the digestion frequency for the site i in the sample; (df) is the average digestion frequency among all "i" sites included in this analysis; sd is the standard deviation associated to the previous calculated average.
These SR were depicted in a Quantile-quantile plots to compare the distribution of observed data against theoretical-expected normal distributed values.
A) Density curve of the standardized residuals in data for λ gDNA spiked in the 12-tissue gDNA samples. B) Density curve of 72,740 standardized residuals for CpG identification on chr1 from the tissue dataset. Each black point represents an individual CpG. The red curve is the Gaussian distribution which seems to generally fit well. C) and D) Quantile-quantile plots of lambda and mouse chromosome 1 data. The data for the most part seems to fit the Gaussian distribution, but has slightly thinner right hand tail. E) Takai-Jones CpG islands (TJ-CGIs) is a well documented a set of relatively large CGI that frequently lying within promoters and in most cases are fully un-methylated. Thus, the average digestion frequency calculated for CpG belonging to this CGI set is expected to represent the mode for un-methylated sites. Average digestion frequencies were calculated for each TJ-CGI. The figure shows the frequency distribution of these averages. The total number of reads before normalization in the 12 libraries were: B-1, 37,562,586; B-2, 37,380,687; B-3, 49,068,606; K-1, 44,577,636; K-2, 47,253,418; K-3, 51,403,294; L-1, 44,297,306; L-2, 36,645,121; L-3, 47,432,574; T-1, 38,943,778; T-2, 39,495,473; T-3, 50,251,211 where B, K, L and T denote brain, kidney, liver, and testes, respectively. Figure S4 . Functional enrichment analysis results for genes proximal to TS-DMS located at intergenic regions.
TESTIS
These TS-DMS are located at distances bigger than 3,000 bp of any know TSS. The association between the genes used in this analysis and the above-mentioned TS-DMS has been described as "weak", Data Set S4. 
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